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COMPOSITIONAL SAFETY LOGICSJ.H. Andersen and K.G. LarsenBRICS, Aalborg University, DenmarkJune 17, 1997In this paper we present a generalisation of a promising composi-tional model{checking technique introduced for �nite{state sys-tems by Andersen in [And95] and extended to networks of timedautomata by Larsen et al in [LPY95a, LL95, LPY95b, KLL+97a].In our generalized setting, programs are modelled as arbitrary(possibly in�nite{state) transition systems and veri�ed with re-spect to properties of a basic safety logic. As the fundamentalprerequisite of the compositional technique, it is shown how log-ical properties of a parallel program may be transformed intonecessary and su�cient properties of components of the pro-gram. Finally, a set of axiomatic laws are provided useful forsimplifying formulae and complete with respect to validity andunsatis�ability.1 IntroductionIt is well{known that the major problem in applying automatic veri�cationtechniques to analyze concurrent systems is the potential combinatorial ex-plosion of the state space arising from parallel composition. During thelast decade, various techniques have been developed to avoid this explosionproblem, either by symbolic representation of the state space using BDD[BCM+90, GW91], by application of partial order methods [GW91, Val90]which suppresses unnecessary interleavings of transitions, or by applicationof abstractions and symmetries [BCM+90, CFJ93, CGL92].A recently introduced [And95] and very promising technique is a com-positional technique, which avoids global state{space construction and {exploration by gradually moving components of a concurrent system from1



the system description into the speci�cation. Consider the following veri�-cation problem (P1 j : : : jPn) j= ' (1.1)where (P1 j : : : jPn) is the concurrent system to be veri�ed and ' is a for-mula specifying a desired property. The compositional technique allows acomponent (Pn say) to be removed from the network and instead addedto the speci�cation '. This results in a quotient formula '=Pn expressingthe su�cient and necessary property of (P1 j : : : jPn�1) in order that (1.1)holds. That is, the original veri�cation problem reduces to(P1 j : : : jPn�1) j= '=Pn (1.2)Now repeating this process of quotienting iteratively yields equivalent veri�-cation problems with decreasing numbers of components and hence decreas-ing state{space sizes. However, this idea alone is clearly not enough to solvethe explosion{problem as the explosion may now show up as an exponentialgrowth in the sizes of the quotient formulas instead. The crucial observationin [And95] is that each quotienting should be followed by a minimization ofthe formula based on a small collection of e�ciently implementable strate-gies.The three parameters to the compositional method are the following: 1)the components Pi and their semantic modelling; 2) the notion of parallelcomposition, and 3) the logic for specifying properties. In order for the com-positional method to be applicable the combination of the three parametersmust obviously satisfy the following two criteria:1. The logic must be expressive enough that the quotient formulas canbe expressed.2. There must be heuristics for simplifying formulas of the logic.In [And95] the compositional method is developed for a setting of �nite{statesystems with parallel composition being that of CCS [Mil89]. As speci�ca-tion formalism is used the modal �-calculus [Koz82]. Using a prototypeimplementation experimental evidence is given that the technique may im-prove results obtained using BDDs.In [LPY95a, LL95, LPY95b] the compositional method has been extendedto deal with real{time systems modelled as networks of timed automata[AD90, AD92], with a real{time version of the modal �{calculus [LLW95]2



used as speci�cation formalism. In [KLL+97b] the real{time extension ofthe technique is applied to the veri�cation of a mutual exclusion protocol;experimental results obtained using a tool implementation of the methodgives further evidence of the potential of technique.In this paper we show how to satisfy the basic requirements of the composi-tional method in a generalized setting, where the components are modelledas arbitrary (possibly in�nite{state) transition systems The notion of par-allel composition is that of interleaving, and as speci�cation formalism isconsidered a minimal safety logic.To meet the two criteria of the compositional method, the safety logic isextended in a minimal way to be closed with respect to quotienting. Pos-sible strategies for simplifying formulas are suggested by a set of axiomaticlaws for formula equivalence. The laws are shown complete with respect tovalidity and unsatis�ability of formulas.The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we describe our generalsetting for modelling parallel programs. For this setting we introduce inSection 3 a minimal modal for expressing safety properties. A necessaryextension of this logic allowing for quotienting is then provided in Section 4.In Section 5 we present an axiomatization allowing formulae to be simpli�edand being complete with respect to validity and unsatis�ability. Finally,we apply the quotient construction and the provided axiomatization to theveri�cation of a (simple) shared variable program in Section 6.
3



8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>: P1 �=loop1 : if x �MAXthen goto exit1else x := x+ 1;goto loop1exit1 : 9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>; j8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>: P2 �=loop2 : if x = 0then goto exit2else x := x� 1;goto loop2exit2 : 9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;Figure 1: A parallel counter.2 Programs and Transition SystemsComponent programs as well as their composition are modelled as arbitrarytransition systems.De�nition 1 (Transition system)A transition system is a tuple hS; s0;�iwhere: S is a set of states, s0 2 S is a start state and � � S�S is a transitionrelation. 3Parallel composition is equally general: given two transition systems T1 =hS; s0;�1i and T2 = hS; s0;�2i over the same set of states and with the samestart state we de�ne the composition of T1 and T2 as the transition systemT = T1 j T2 = hS; s0;�1 [ �2i. That is we model parallel composition aspure interleaving.In typical applications, the state{space S of a composition of programs P =P1 j � � � jPn over a shared data{domainD will be described as the product ofthe local state-spaces Si of the individual programs and D, that is S = S1�� � ��Sn�D. To ensure that Si acts as a local state{space for the componentPi, one may impose the following constraint on the transition relation �imodelling the behaviour of Pi: whenever (hs1; : : : ; sn; di; hs01; : : : ; s0n; d0i) 2�i then sj = s0j for all j 6= i. Thus, transitions of Pi may depend on theglobal state but can only e�ect the local state of Pi and the shared data.Example 1 [Parallel counter] Consider the program of Figure 1. Bothcomponent programs P1 and P2 have two local control{states. In the loopstate P1 repeatedly increments the value of the shared variable x until itreaches the value MAX , at which point P1 goes to the terminating exit4



control state. Dually, in the loop control state, P2 repeatedly decrementsx unless it has reached the value 0, at which point P2 goes to the termi-nating exit control state. In the interleaved parallel composition of P1and P2, the value of x will in most states be incremented or decrementednon{deterministically. Thus, the termination properties of the combinedprogram is less obvious than those of the component programs. Formally,we describe P1 and P2 in terms of transition systems:Ti = hS1 � S2 �N; hloop1; loop2; 0i;�ii; i 2 f1; 2gwhere Si = floopi;exitig and:�1 = n(hloop1; l2; ni; hloop1; l2; n + 1i) j n < MAX and l2 2 S2o [n(hloop1; l2; ni; hexit1; l2; ni) j n �MAX and l2 2 S2o�2 = n(hl1; loop2; ni; hl1; loop2; n � 1i) j n > 0 and l1 2 S1o [n(hl1; loop2; ni; hl1;exit2; ni) j n � 0 and l1 2 S1oThe composition of P1 and P2 is then described by the transition system:T = hS1 � S2 � N; hloop1; loop2; 0i;�1 [ �2i 33 Safety LogicWe �rst introduce a minimal modal logic, LsafeS , for expressing safety prop-erties of programs over a given set of states S. Formulae in LsafeS are givenby the following BNF: ' ::= B ��� ' ^ ' ��� 2' ��� Xwhere B � S is a condition over a set of states and X is a formula identi�erof a �nite set of identi�ers Id. X is declared by some declaration D 2 Id!LsafeS . Note that LsafeS is parameterized with the set of states over whichconditions are expressed.A formula ' of LsafeS is interpreted with respect to a declaration and atransition relation in the following obvious sense:5



De�nition 2 Let S be a set of states and � � S � S a transition relationover S. Let D 2 Id! LsafeS be a declaration. The satisfaction relation j=D;�is the maximal relation satisfying the following set of implications:s j=D;� ' ^  ) s j=D;� ' and s j=D;�  s j=D;� 2' ) whenever (s; s0) 2 � then s0 j=D;� 's j=D;� B ) s 2 Bs j=D;� X ) s j=D;� D(X) 3Any relation satisfying the above implications is a satis�ability relation. Itfollows from standard �xpoint theory [Tar55] that j=D;� is the union of allsatis�ability relations and that the above implications are biimplications forj=D;� .Example 2 Continuing Example 1, we may wonder whether there areexecutions of P1 jP2 in which P2 will terminate. Let :exit2 denote the setof all states hl1; l2; ni where l2 6= exit2. Then the property that no executionwill bring P2 to termination may be expressed as follows 1X �= :exit2 ^ 2X 34 Quotienting and LSNow let P1 and P2 be component programs modelled as transition relations�1 and �2 over some common global state space S. Veri�cation problemsfor P1 jP2 then becomes assertions of the form s j=D;�1[�2 '.To meet the requirements of the compositional method, we are required todescribe a technique for moving parts of �1[�2 (say �2 which correspondsto the component P2) into '. More precisely, we o�er a construction forquotienting a formula ' with respect to a transition relation �2 such that:s j=D;�1[�2 ' i� s j=D;�1 '=�21Clearly P1 jP2 does not satisfy this property and later (in Section 6) we shall providea proof of this fact using the compositional proof technique.6



In order to express quotient formulae we extend LsafeS with a new construc-tion � � ', where � � S � S (the so{called step{operator). Formulaeof the resulting extended logic, simply called LS , is given by the followingBNF: ' ::= B ��� ' ^ ' ��� 2' ��� X ��� �� 'where � � S � S. The interpretation of LS extends that of LsafeS (De�ni-tion 2) with the following implication:s j=D;� � �' ) whenever (s; s0) 2 � then s0 j=D;� 'To see how �� ' is used in quotienting consider a simple assertion of theform s j=D;�1[�2 2B (4.1)Now clearly (4.1) holds if s0 2 B whenever (s; s0) 2 �1 and s00 2 B whenever(s; s00) 2 �2. More concisely, this becomes s j=D;�1 2B and s j=D;�1 �2 � B.Thus the quotient formula 2B=�2 is precisely 2B ^ �2 � B.Generally, the quotient{construction is given by the following de�nition:De�nition 3 (Quotienting) Let � be an LS -formula and let � � S�S bea transition relation. Then the quotient formula (�=�) is de�ned inductivelyover � as follows ' ^  =� = '=� ^  =�2'=� = 2'=� ^ ��'=���'=� = ��'=�B=� = BX=� = X�Where X� is a new identi�er. For D a declaration over Id and � a transitionrelation, D� is the declaration over Id� = fX� j X 2 Idg given by D� =fX� �= '=� jX �= ' 2 Dg. 3Theorem 1 (Correctness of Quotienting) Let �1 and �2 be transitionrelations, and let D be a declaration. Thens j=D;�1[�2 ' , s j=D�2 ;�1 '=�2Proof: See Appendix. 37



5 AxiomatizationHaving introduced the logic LS the question of axiomatizing equivalencebetween and validity of formulae naturally arises. Besides providing funda-mental theoretical insight these axiomatizations are crucial in simplifyingquotient formulae and hence making the compositional approach to modelchecking feasible.By j=D;� ' '  we denote that ' and  are equivalent with respect to thedeclaration D and the transition relation � in the obvious sense, that is:j=D;� ' '  i� 8s 2 S:s j=D;� ' , s j=D;�  By j= ' '  we denote that j=D;� ' '  holds for all D and �, and by wedenote that j=� ' '  holds for all D.A formula ' is valid whenever j= ' ' S and we denote this by j= '. Aformula is unsatis�able if j= ' ' ; which we denote2 j= :'. Now |due to the single universal modality 2 of LS | it is not hard to see thatvalidity (unsatis�ability) of formulae reduces to validity (unsatis�ability)with respect to the total (empty) transition relation, that is:Lemma 1 Let ' be a formula of LS . Then j= ' if and only if j=S�S ' ' S.Moreover j= :' if and only if j=; ' ' ;. 3Note that for 2-free formulae ' and  equivalence is independent of theinterpreting transition relation. That is for any �:j=� ' '  if and only if j= ' '  Let ' be a recursion-free formula. Then by replacing all occurrences of sub-formulae of the form 2� with �� � we obtain a �-equivalent formula '�,i.e. j=� ' ' '�. It follows that:j=� ' '  if and only if j= '� '  �Applied to the special case of validity and unsatis�ability this yields:Lemma 2 Let ' be a recursion-free formula of LS . Then j= ' if and only ifj= 'S�S ' S. Moreover j= :' if and only if j= '; ' ; 32The notation :' does not imply that :' is added to the logic as a construct8



` B1 ^ B2 ' B1 \ B2 (5.1)` ;� ' ' S (5.2)` ; ^ ' ' ; (5.3)` S ^ ' ' ' (5.4)` 2'^ 2 ' 2 (' ^  ) (5.5)` �� '^ r� ' ' (� [ r)� ' (5.6)` �� r� ' ' � � r� ' (5.7)` �� '^��  ' �� ('^  ) (5.8)` �� B ' ��1(B) (5.9)` B ^�� ' ' B ^�� (�(B) ^ ') (5.10)` B ^�� ' ' B ^�#B� ' (5.11)` �� '^ r�  ' �nr� ' ^rn��  ^ (5.12)� \r� (' ^  )Table 1: Equivalence laws of LS .In Table 1 we state a number of laws for equivalence between formulae. Toease notation we introduce a couple of operators on sets of transitions.�(B) = fs0 2 S j (s; s0) 2 � ^ s 2 Bg��1(B) = fs 2 S j (s; s0) 2 �) s0 2 Bg� �r = f(s; s00) 2 S � S j 9s0 2 S: (s; s0) 2 � ^ (s0; s00) 2 rg� #B= f(s; s00) 2 � j s 2 BgThe laws are sound in the following sense:Theorem 2 (Soundness) Whenever ` ' '  then j= ' '  3The laws enable all recursion-free formulae to be transformed into the fol-lowing strong normal-form: 9



De�nition 4 A formula ' is in strong normal-form if ' is of the form:' � B ^2'0 ^ î2I�i � 'iwhere '0 and 'i (i 2 I) are themselves in strong normal-form and:i) i 6= j ! �i \�j = ; ii) �i = �i #Biii) B'i = �i(B) iv) B =\i2I��1i (B'i)where for a formula ' in strong normal-form B' refers to the conjunct B of'. 3Theorem 3 For any recursion-free formula ' of LS there exists a strongnormal-form formula '0 such that ` ' ' '0.Proof: By using the laws (5.1) through (5.8) iteratively we can bring anyformula ' into a formula '0 of the required (syntactic) form. To meet therequirements i) through iv) we can apply the remaining laws (5.9) through(5.13). 3For recursion-free formulae the laws of Table 1 are complete with respect tovalidity and unsatis�ability as stated below:Theorem 4 (Completeness) Let ' be a recursion-free formula. Then:Whenever j= ' then ` 'S�S ' S and whenever j= :' then ` '; ' ;3It still is an open question as to whether the laws of Table 1 are completew.r.t. to general formula equivalence | though we conjecture this to be thecase.
10



6 ExampleLet us now apply the compositional quotient technique to the program de-scribed in Example 1 and the property given in Example 2. For simplicitywe consider the following simpli�ed version of the program of Example 1:8>><>>: P1 �=while true doif x �MAX then x := x+ 1 9>>=>>; j8>><>>: P2 �=while true doif x > 0 then x := x� 1 9>>=>>;In this simpli�ed version both P1 and P2 have a single control location. Thestate-space therefore degenerates to N (i.e. the value of the shared variablex). The transition relation given by the components P1 and P2 are now:�1 = f(n;n + 1) jn 2 Ng�2 = f(n+ 1;n) jn 2 NgThe property of divergence of P2 can be expressed simply as: the value of xis invariantly di�erent from 0, i.e:X �= f0g{ ^ 2XNow, we claim that for no state (i.e. no k 2 N) the above program P1 jP2will have this property. That is:Claim 1 For any k 2 N: k 6j=�1[�2 X 3In fact { which should be intuitively clear { component P2 is entirely toblame for this; no matter what component P1 does the composite programP1 jP2 will always fail having the property X for all states. That is:Claim 2 For any � � N�N and any k 2 N: k 6j=� X=�2 3Note that Claim 1 follows from Claim 2 by taking � = �1 and applying thequotient theorem (Theorem 1). To justify Claim 2 for a particular k 2 Nwe actually only need a certain initial part of �2 (��k2 ). For k 2 N de�ne:��k2 = f(n+ 1; n) jn < kg�>k2 = �2n��kNow Claim 2 follows from the following theorem by instantiating it to � [�>k2 and using the fact that '=�1=�2 ' '=(�1 [ �2).11



Theorem 5 For any � � N�N and for any k 2 N: k 6j=� X=��k2Proof: Let Y �k be de�ned by the following equation:Y �k �= f0 : : : kg{ ^ 2Y �kWe prove by induction on k that X=��k2 ' Y �k .Basis k = 0: Trivial, as ��02 = ;. It is then easy to see that X=; ' X andas the equation for Y �0 is exactly that of X , it follows that X=��02 '� Y �0.Step: By de�nition ��k+12 = ��k2 [ f(k + 1; k)g. Again, by using the factthat '=�1=�2 ' '=(�1 [ �2) and by induction hypothesis we have:X=��k+12 ' (X=��k2 )=f(k+ 1; k)g IH' Y �k=f(k + 1; k)gNow expanding the de�nition of Y �k yields:Y �k=f(k+ 1; k)g �= f0 : : : kg{ ^2(Y �k=f(k+ 1; k)g)^f(k + 1; k)g� (Y �k=f(k+ 1; k)g)' f0 : : : kg{ ^2(Y �k=f(k+ 1; k)g)^f(k + 1; k)g� �f0 : : : kg{ ^ (Y �k=f(k+ 1; k)g)�Now, by using the laws of Table 1 we can simplify Y �k=f(k + 1; k)g in thefollowing manner3:f0 : : : kg{ ^ 2Z ^ f(k + 1; k)g� �f0 : : : kg{ ^ Z�' by (5:8)f0 : : : kg{ ^ 2Z ^ f(k+ 1; k)g� f0 : : : kg{ ^ f(k + 1; k)g� Z' by (5:9)f0 : : : kg{ ^ 2Z ^ f0 : : : k + 1g{ ^ f(k + 1; k)g� Z' by (5:11)f0 : : : k + 1g{ ^ 2Z ^ fg� Z' by (5:2)f0 : : : k + 1g{ ^ 2ZThat is, Y �k=f(k + 1; k)g { and hence X=��k+12 { satis�es precisely thede�ning equation for Y �k+1. 33For better readability we substitute Z for Y �k=f(k + 1; k)g12



7 Concluding RemarksWe have presented a generalisation of the promising compositional model{checking technique presented in [And95] and extended in [LPY95a, LL95,LPY95b] to programs modelled as arbitrary (possibly in�nite{state) transi-tion systems.Both our quotient construction and laws of equivalence between formulaemay be applied to the more specialized settings of [And95, LPY95a, LL95,LPY95b] but also to other settings such as shared variable models as demon-strated in the Example of the paper and studied in [ASM96]. In fact, webelieve that the framework o�ered by our paper may serve as a guidelinewhen instantiating the compositional model{checking technique to a varietyof settings.In a practical implementation care must of course be taken in choosing asuitable and compact representation of the sets of states and the relationon states occurring in formulae. In addition the representation should leadto e�ciency in manipulation using the laws of Table 1. For �nite stateprograms BDD's are obvious candidates [ASM96] and for networks of timedautomata a variety of techniques for representing subsets of the Euclideanspace exists.AppendixTheorem 6 (Correctness of Quotienting) Let �1 and �2 be transitionrelations, and let D be a declaration. Thens j=D;�1[�2 ' , s j=D�2 ;�1 '=�2 3Proof (():: Let S = f(s;') j s j= '=�2g. We prove S+ = S [ j=D;�1[�2 is asatis�ability relation under D;�1[�2 according to the extended De�nition 2.Case ' = 2 : Assume (s;2 ) 2 S+. We must prove:(s; s0) 2 �1 [ �2 ) (s0;  ) 2 S+If (s;2 ) 2j=D;�1[�2 this holds trivially. Hence assume (s;2 ) 2 S and(s; s0) 2 �1 [ �2:By de�nition of S we have s j=D;�1 2( =�2) ^ �2� =�2. We now have twocases: (s; s0) 2 �1 and (s; s0) 2 �2. 13



� If (s; s0) 2 �1 then s j=D;�1 2( =�2) implies s0 j=D+ ;�1  =�2. Byde�nition of S we then have (s0;  ) 2 S+.� If (s; s0) 2 �2 then s j=D;�1 �2 �  =�2 implies s0 j=D+;�1  =�2. Byde�nition of S we then have (s0;  ) 2 S+.Thus, we have established: (s0;  ) 2 S+()):: Let S = f(s;'=�2) j s j=D;�1[�2 'g. We prove S+ = S [ j=D;�1 is asatis�ability relation under D+;�1 according to the extended De�nition 2.Case ' = 2 : Assume (s;2 =�2) 2 S+. By de�nition of '=� we have2'=�2 = 2( =�2) ^ �2�'=�2. We must then prove:� (s; s0) 2 �1 ) (s0;  =�2) 2 S+� (s; s00) 2 �2 ) (s00;  =�2) 2 S+If (s;2( =�2) ^ �2�  =�2) 2j=D+ ;�1 this holds trivially. Hence assume(s;2 ) 2 S, (s; s0) 2 �1 and (s; s00) 2 �2:By de�nition of S we have s j=D+;�1 2( =�2) ^ �2�  =�2. We now havetwo cases: (s; s0) 2 �1 and (s; s0) 2 �2.� If (s; s0) 2 �1 then s j=D;�1 2( =�2) implies s0 j=D+ ;�1  =�2. Byde�nition of S we then have (s0;  ) 2 S+.� If (s; s00) 2 �2 then s j=D;�1 �2�  =�2 implies s00 j=D+;�1  =�2. Byde�nition of S we then have (s00;  ) 2 S+.Thus, we have established both (s0;  ) 2 S+ and (s00;  ) 2 S+. 3References[AD90] R. Alur and D.L. Dill. Automata for modeling real-time sys-tems. In M. Paterson, editor, Proceedings 17th ICALP, War-wick, volume 443 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages322{335. Springer-Verlag, July 1990.[AD92] R. Alur and D.L. Dill. The theory of timed automata. In J.W.de Bakker, C. Huizing, W.P. de Roever, and G. Rozenberg,editors, Proceedings REX Workshop on Real-Time: Theory in14
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